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// HAPPILY EVER AFTER (BITCOINS)
a provocation/installation

Ever wanted to join your partner in bitcoin matrimony? Or wanted to join 
another partnership for a short time only? For a period of 3 weeks in August, 
visitors could record short-term bitcoin union in the blockchain at our “Living 
with Data” pavilion. Blessed with a small amount of bitcoin, each visitor could 
merge and share their wallet with co-visitors or strangers for the short dura-
tion of their nuptials only. By sealing a romantic agreement (and unromantic 
divorce) in the blockchain, each temporary wedding became immutably 
recorded in an ever growing ledger of encrypted marriages.

This speculative web app prototype was developed as extension of a col-
laboration with James Stewart, Max Dovey and Corina Angheloiu during 
the Blockchain City workshop at the Citylab conference in Amsterdam. The 
purpose of this installation was to bring concepts and critique on traditional 
forms of legal contracts and new opportunities in smart contracting technol-
ogy or software to a broader, public audience. We aimed to highlight how we 
negotiate roles and values in possible new forms of short-term partnerships 
and how we could update traditionally fixed legal contracts into mobile, con-
temporary, digital agreements for a range of applications and communities.
Thus raising general questions for audience members as well as ourselves 

“Living with Data” pavilion at the Edinburgh 
Digital Entertainment Festival from 4-27 August 2016



when developing new technologies in the future, e. g. how can we negotiate 
new forms of contracts and transactions? What new forms of smart contracts 
will we be able to design in the future? Who will benefit from such contracts 
and how will these affect the relationships and partnerships we build? 

To encourage these considerations, our installation in the design informatics 
pavilion (left) consisted of two phones running the geocoin web app (which 
can be accessed from any device) to propose a marriage to someone else. 
Once a marriage proposal was accepted on another phone and a bitcoin wal-
let was shared, the two printers in the centre of the installation would print a 
receipt or marriage certificate, one print out for the newly-weds to take with 
them as proof of their short-term contract and another as continuously print-
ed ledger of marriage certificates collected in a clear container as a transpar-
ent record of all marriages that took place over the course of the exhibition.

The web app can be found at https://geocoin.eca.ed.ac.uk/marriage/





Detail of the continuous ledger of marriage certificates, each showing the unique 
marriage transaction ID of sharing a bitcoin wallet as recorded on the blockchain



// Following on from
stage #1

Apart from this installation at the festival, we recruited a small number of 
households from the initial group of interviewees to further participate in a 
follow up study. The aim of this study was to to gain further insights into the 
processes, both practical and cognitive, surrounding value practices and 
value exchange within a small economy such as a household. We recruited 
five households from the initial interviews ranging from a shared student 
household (20s) through a range of families in their 30s with young children to 
families in their 50s with adult children. We aimed to cover a range of house-
holds within the possibilities and scale of this study. Previous studies have 
focused on understanding people’s monetary transactions in the changing 
landscape of transcation methods and representations of money, we how-
ever aimed to broaden out the scope of considering value transactions not 
limited to money. So we sought to challenge the participating households to 
consider their current value practices in a broader sense beyond monetary 
transactions. 



// Methodology
design process and considerations

In embarking on this research, we wanted to engage participants in a longi-
tudinal design study that would allow them to (a) reflect on how values are 
associated with representations of value, and (b) begin to identify strategies 
for how to take control of how money could be designed as it changes form 
through transactions with members of the same household. We adopted a 
Research through Design approach to design material design interventions as 
forms of enquiry which will encourage participants to reflect on and reconsid-
er their current practices. Due to the changing nature of people’s interactions 
with money from physical to digital to virtual, we selected tangible design 
probes as the most appropriate method of engagement.

We developed two design probes aimed at understanding different house-
holds and to start building a relationship with the participants. We deployed 
our design probes consecutively with each household. Each probe had a 
specificly different focus and aimed to (a) encourage participants to explore 
money more broadly as representations of value and to learn more about 
each household’s values, and (b) stimulate participants to consider thinking 
about money in algorithmic manners while exploring their own practices and 
routines using an abstracted, accessible and simplified programming logic.



// Design Probe #1 - Tokens of Value
  

After initial sketches and brainstorming of ideas, we settled on the first con-
cept for a probe which would challenge our participants to think about the 
value of money in relation or correlation to their values. Experimenting with 
different interaction experiences and form developments led us to design a 
set of interactive cards and tokens which were lasercut from different materi-
als and assembled as set for each of the five participating households. So 
this first probe consisted of a small box which included a set of five layered, 
interactive cards. Each card consisted of sandwiched layers which could hold 
a one pound coin within the card’s centre. This pound coin could be released 
or ‘unlocked’ by participants by using one of the different coloured material 
tokens that were also included in the probe pack. To use the probe pack, we 
asked participants to follow simple instructions, that began with asking them 
to write something of value on the back of a token of their choice in order to 
exchange or release the one pound coin from one of the cards. Each card had 
a different activity printed on to them which asked participants to do ‘some-
thing shared’, ‘something happy’, ‘something useful’ and ‘something special 
for their household’ with one additional blank card showing the pound coin in 
the centre which participants could use how they preferred. 





These tasks or cards could be used by individuals or by several members of 
the household or family together, and we left this up to the families to dis-
cuss and decide. After each task or activity, the participants were then asked 
to briefly write down some feedback on the foldout back of each card. They 
were asked to write what they did (activity), who they shared it with (connec-
tion) and what it meant to them (reflection). 

The design was deployed within each household for two weeks with a short 
interview upon completion talking through the cards, tokens and activities. 
We then swapped out this first probe for the second design probe which was 
partially informed by participant’s initial interview responses. Whilst this first 
probe was informed by broader considerations of the initial interview stage, 
each probe pack was identitical for all households. When developing the 
second probe, however, we tailored aspects towards each household more 
specifically for two reasons (a) to be more relatable to the participants’ lives 
and (b) to gain more personal insights from each household.

Images - The first design probes consisted of five interactive cards including 1£ coin within each, a 

feedback fold out on each back of the card and multi-coloured tokens inside a customised box



// Design Probe #2 - IFTTT

The second probe we designed aimed to introduce concepts of algorithms 
or simplified programming logic to participants within their daily life practices 
of monetary transactions. Basing this design on fridge poetry, we intended to 
create a playful interaction which would allow participants to explore equa-
tions of values in different ways, thus allowing for imaginative engagement as 
well as prompted interactions. From initial sketches and ideas of the concept 
we tried out different selections of words, action and trigger constellations 
and categories. The complexities and amount of possible words and com-
binations led us to consider more abstract pictorial icons which we hoped 
would allow for more personal interpretation. Grouped into a set of catego-
ries and paired with a set of verbs, we arrived at the final probe design aiming 
to both prompt participant imagination while giving them a semi-structured 
approach to consider their current practices as IFTTT algorithms.





The final probe kit included a set of fridge magnets consisting of one sheet of 
IF, THEN, WHEN, FOR, AND, OR magnets for participants to create different 
forms of If This Then That recipes or statements. Additionally icons and words 
representing common actions and/or triggers were printed on magnetic 
sheets and divided into five categories: 

 1 - Resources, referring to money, time, data, gifts, people
 2 - Methods, relating to transactions, e.g. cash, card, cashless, online  
      payments
 3 - Values, more abstract representions of social, global, environmen- 
      tal, family, economic, health or emotional values
 4 - Goods, covering food, clothing and more specific goods relevant  
      for each household (from previous interview)
 5 - Activities, equally more personalized actions including bus or cars,  
      childcare, photos, social media, entertainment, sports

These sets of magnets were given to participants as six separate sheets which 
they could easily cut apart with scissors. Rather than providing a large amount 
of individual and potentially confusing fridge magnets, we intended the pro-
cess of cutting magnets apart to be part of the engagement. So that the act 
of cutting the different magnets apart and possibly discussing the sheets with 
their families prior to placing them on the fridge formed part of the activity. 
Alongside the sheets of magnets (and additional blanks to fill in as required) 
we also provided a magnetic holder with prompt, and/or documentation 
cards. This holder could be placed on the fridge alongside the magnets and 
included incomplete sentences for participants to ‘finish’ or ‘fill in’ using the 
magnets, these were to some degree personalized to each household. For 
example one prompt card would have said “IF we go on holiday THEN…” or 
“IF I have time to myself THEN…“. With these two main components of the 
probe (the magnets and prompt cards) we hoped to provide enough guid-
ance to participants while leaving space for playful interaction. The aim of this 
probe was for participants to be encouraged to both describe their current 
value practices while also reconsidering and imagining novel practices or 
combinations for new transactions.

Image - IFTTT probe kit consisting of fridge magnets in 5 categories and recipe/rule magents 
alongside additional blank magents and prompt cards in a magnetic holder to be placed along-

side magnets on the fridge



// Insights 
from follow up interviews

Overall we aimed to engage with a range of households of different age 
groups, children and living environments and hoped that throughout the 
design study aspects of the households’ or families’ practices and interactions 
would emerge. We will now summarise findings from each design probe into 
themes of the household’s practices and values as we discovered them during 
the follow up interviews with each participant. The interviews were themati-
cally analysed and grouped into relevant themes for research in the fields of 
value exchange and currency transactions or as one might refer to as Human 
Currency Interaction which as we show below is becoming an increasingly 
broad area of engagement and interaction. 



// Probe #1

From “Isn’t Money Just Money?”  to “It Just Felt Like a To-
ken”
As many of the participants reflected on the activities, most families men-
tioned that the probe initiated and stimulated discussions about the value 
of a pound coin but also more generally the value of money and how they 
spend it. While some were emphasising that the probe encouraged “really 
thinking about money, ‘cause you just spend money don’t you?” (D) others, 
often the children in the household complained that “you can’t buy much for 
a pound” (J). Some more contemplatively questions were also raised about 
the meaning of “something useful” (D). However, most participants agreed 
that when it comes to money “we don’t think about its intrinsic value” (K) 
very often and this probe elicited more conscious reflections on this topic. 
As many participants highlighted, their interactions with money are “so 
engrained that it’s very, very difficult and also I think it’s something you don’t 
think about money at all, it’s kind of a subconscious thing” (J). 
By bringing these more tacit understandings to the forefront, we were able 
to not only elicit new ways of thinking about value but also encourage par-
ticipants to reconsider what money is, as one participant put it, “it’s stepping 

back and remembering it’s just a piece of paper, money is just a piece of 
paper” (G). Through the tangible nature of the tokens and interactive cards 
we designed, one participant even went so far as to say that the pound coin 
“just felt like a token actually, which was interesting, the fact that, put the 
token in and you get a token out, which I’d never really thought about it like 
that before […] at that point it was just like a round disc […] it seemed to lose 
the inherent value”(J). With one of our aims to reconsider money for potential 
future digital currencies and economies this change of thinking about current 
fiat currencies paves the way for more imaginative scenarios and new value 
practices. 

Uncovering Values: Time, Health and Happiness
By opening up conversations about what is of value to our participants and 
how what they value relates to money, participant responses shifted from 
money and financial transactions towards exchanges of value and the dif-
ferent types of value one can consider, for example one participant stated 
that “it made me think about other things you can do for your household 
that aren’t monetary I guess” (E). A couple of participants who valued more 
experience-based activities rather than material possessions, so they’ve 
“chosen not to spend money on a physical item but we’ve chosen to make 
something” (G). Shared experiences were often important to our households. 



In particular, the student was sharing food or biscuits with her new flat mates 
to “spread happiness” (E) or buy flowers because “it made me feel at home” 
(E) emphasising that “it’s more the sentiment behind the act rather than how 
much you are spending” (E).
Other types of value were discussed by the participants when struggling to 
make sense of what they value and the value of different things in their lives, 
as one participant observed “it was very hard to talk about what value was. 
Is it the value to you, or the market value or if you give it to a friend” (G). 
While another participant discussed value more pragmatically when describ-
ing spending habits of money when he exclaimed:“it really struck me, that is 
exactly the value of the brand” (D). But more commonly, participants arrived 
at the concept of time as one of the most valued ‘currencies’ in their lives. A 
reoccurring theme throughout many participant’s interactions and in particular 
amongst parents with children. 
Time became a predominant consideration from parent’s perspectives often 
due to attempting to accommodate work, family and household in their busy 
lives. One participant in particular clarified the change of importance of time 
for different stages in one’s live as “now I would prioritize sort of time and the 
kind of leisure and health pursuits me and my husband have over material 
possessions” (J). The value of time seemed in some respects more important 
than money (if one was able to live off time) and described as “very precious” 

(K) although some distinctions were made as well “because my time hanging 
out with my children is a different value than if I was in the workplace” (G). 
Resulting in differentiations of time and quietness or headspace in their busy 
lives, parents sometimes ‘traded in’ something to gain a little bit of time or 
calm in their lives. For example, one participant was “almost using the coin 
to make a purchase that would give us time” (J) by buying ice cream or other 
treats for their children.

Exchanging Present, Past and Future Values
The token responses ranged from literal trades of “what we’re going to give 
you for a pound” (K), e.g. tinned food or an old hockey stick, to more ab-
stract notions of exchanges of a “clean living room” for a rare family skype 
chat which was considered to be “something that I value and did kind of 
exchange” (G). On many occasions, value transactions among family and 
friends do not require the use of money. For example, one of our participat-
ing families’ yearly summer holiday tradition involved buying a jigsaw puzzle 
at a charity shop that they take along on holiday and play together before 
returning it to the charity (or another) afterwards. The value of this item is 
neither monetary nor materialist, it is about a shared experience as a family. 
Additionally, they also give something to charity by buying and returning the 
item, they exchanged different aspects of value which is not always about 



money. Similarly, another participant discussed their practices of giving old 
items to charity because those “were things that had served their purpose 
for us and were lying about the house so they were of … for us they were of 
past value but no real current or future value” (K). But by giving the items to 
charity rather than throwing them away, the participants hoped that the item 
could still be of potential future value to someone else. Whilst considering life 
in a consumer society, several participants were discussing the issues of this 
material culture and some emphasised that “I value experiences as opposed 
to possessions” (G). It became clear through this activity that money is only a 
small aspect of these often complex value practices described here.



// Probe #2 

Prompted Interactions or Playful imaginations

While most participants found the open playful nature of the probe difficult at 
first and focused on the prompt cards to get started another participant dis-
regarded the prompt cards fairly quickly as they seemed too prescriptive and 
she wanted “to get more of a flow” (G) by just exploring the magnets. When 
discussing their interactions with this probe, participants often described to 
have struggled a bit and that “the prompts definitely helped” (E) as essential 
introduction. Participant’s feedback suggests that this probe could still be 
developed further as it did not always fit into people’s homes and practices. 
One participant placed the magnets in her room on a whiteboard “some-
where I go past a lot and look at and think about” (E) while others kept the 
magnets on the dinner or kitchen table to have more in depth conversation. 
One participant also suggested that it would have been useful as timed or 
task based group activity but also suggested that it’s “better not to put too 
many restrictions down, ‘cause then you don’t get a true interaction with 
things” (J). 
Results were discussed within the households as one states that “the kids cer-
tainly came away from it really thinking about money being, serving a whole 
pile of different purposes” (D). And even suggesting that “this probably has 
instilled a different behaviour – a behavioural change in my daughter, actu-
ally, I think she probably is, she’s looking at the oldest one now and thinking 
‘do you know what, maybe I should be doing that’” (D) another was not as 
favourable and didn’t see any beneficial outcome of this activity, however it 
took them “into a little place and space which isn’t quite so clearly defined 
or parameterised” (K) as opposed to other parts of their lives, e.g. school. 
So although this participant struggled to identify the purpose of the probe, 
it nevertheless opened up new ways of thinking about value practices which 
was entirely our intention. We were hoping participants would reconsider 
value beyond money. For example, one participant reflected on the value of 
travel to her which (re)emerged as part of this project, she said “it has kind of 
clarified that to me as something that is important to me again [after illness]. 
I don’t know whether I would have reached that conclusion without a sort of 
visual aid to it really, so I guess that’s been quite interesting” (J).



Links between routines and money in changing relationships

Throughout the interactions with this second probe, another interesting area 
emerged of how our relationship to money changes over time as one partici-
pant reflects “it changes at different stages of your life, and if you get a job 
your relationship with money is different than if you’d just lost your job” (G). 
While another participant discussed having received several inheritances in 
her life leading to a complex, emotional relationship to money, she described 
how “I very much associate it with death” (J). The often bitter-sweet, emo-
tional and problematic relationships with money changes over the course 
of our lives but starts at a very early stage. As one participant with young 
children reported being surprised when her 5 year old daughter created a 
story with the magnets about paying for nursery as “we didn’t know that she 
knew that we pay for nursery […] and it’s not something that we would have 
like, sat down and discussed as a family” (G). Other parents discussed their 
children’s practices of saving coins (mostly younger children) to having a debit 
card (more teenagers) and transitioning from parents supported finances to 
independent lives at university “because she has the prospect now having 
to manage her finances for the first time. I will be giving her an amount each 
month and she doesn’t know if that’s a big amount or not, I know it’s enough, 
I know it’s enough, but she’s gonna have to find that out and navigate that for 
herself” (K). 
With money being such a persistent part of our lives in different forms it 
often becomes unconscious or second nature for most people. This probe 

intended to draw out some of these tacit practices, interactions and “routines 
as well and how money is linked to routines” (E), as one participant stated. 
Conversations around how participants were spending money further lead to 
discussing increasingly varied payment methods. Interestingly the transaction 
method may also influence one’s lives or activities by forcing you “to actually 
think about what you are going to do or have that type of money on you” 
(E) as some shops don’t take cards under a certain amount while others have 
started to exclusively take cards.

Habitual not Algorithmic Practices 
Although most participants described a range of habitual practices both 
of monetary or transactional nature with an increasing number of open or 
abstract forms, most participants however would not consider their practices 
as algorithmic or possibly programmable. While this was one of our research 
aims to reconsider money in more malleable forms for HCI, most partici-
pants were struggling with these concepts. Responses were varied and hard 
to combine, ranging from one participant feeling “uncomfortable with that 
concept” (G) and another reasoning that “because we are financially literate, 
certainly myself and [my wife], and the girls are being educated in that literacy 
through trial experience and our input, both. I don’t think this would, think-
ing about that in a programmatic fashion would add particular much to us” 
(K). Focusing more on the algorithmic nature of current financial models and 
practices mentioning hedge funds but generalising the “concrete logic, it’s 



not quite programming, but there is a concrete logic to how you configure all 
of that to maximise your return” (D). 
Somewhat in contrast to the responses that rejected ideas of a changing 
the ‘nature of money’ other participants were more open to considering the 
potential, e. g. Jane remarked that “if you’ve got programmable money then 
that’s ok providing you also use it with other organisations that accept that” 
(J). And one of our participants seemed to be more intrigued by these con-
cepts but she was also more open to ideas of incentivisation and as student 
potentially still ‘learning’ to manage her money in ways that’s works best for 
her. She said herself “I still haven’t decided what I like better though to be 
honest because I mean I guess there is a debate which is easier to keep track 
of” (E), cash or cards. So potentially being younger or more mobile, e. g. liv-
ing abroad in shared houses, might have an influence on how open one is to 
adopting new concepts and technologies in comparison to other participants 
who are more settled in their practices. As the student states, the value of this 
activity to her was the introduction to new ways of thinking about money that 
she hadn’t considered previously, as she says “I don’t come from a program-
ming background so I think this is a very good way to introduce people like 
me to it” (E).

Although one of the aims of this probe was to introduce concepts of algo-
rithms into practices surrounding money to novice audiences, we realise how-
ever that the value of this probe is predominantly the eliciting of new insights 
from participants as well as stimulating a change of awareness in regards to 
their use and practices surrounding money and value. Although participants 
weren’t responding to programming as an accessible practice, it brought 
them into a frame of reflection and discussion. This highlights the difficulty 
to escape old habits in order to imagine new scenarios and move away from 
engrained monetary transactions. 

Physicality of Currency
All of our participants showed their very own ways of managing their finances 
and discuss their preferences in great length. Some were more inclined to 
use cash while others aim to move towards a cashless system. As previously 
mentioned, one of our participants highlighted the importance of cash within 
her daily life, and the increasing difficulty of obtaining it in rural areas. Al-
though she prefers to transfer money online regularly, some exchanges with 
smaller businesses or contractors and cleaners are still often based on cash 
only transactions. “It’s becoming a problem to try and access the cash” (J) so 



raiding her son’s piggy bank to pay for a cleaner on one occasion shows that 
cash is still important in current interactions with money and as she underlines 
“cash is cash and I think there is an unwritten rule that if your paying cash 
what you see is what u get that’s it there’s no redress to anything u just accept 
it but there’s a kind of old fashioned value to that as well” (J). Looking back 
she also mentioned her father’s habit of keeping money in the house which 
she actually reconsidered as maybe not being such a bad idea “to be honest 
because interest rates are so crap now anyway” (J). 
While her focus on cash may seem traditional, she highlights an increasingly 
created gap between technology savvy audiences and people who may be 
less technology literate, technology averse or vulnerable for different rea-
sons and circumstances. “I can speak from experience that it is a problem for 
people” (J) discussing an increasing gap created by government’s and bank’s 
focus on digital transactions voicing a strong view of “being forced into it” (J) 
suggesting that “there’s always going to be an area of society that is going to 
want to deal purely in cash no matter what” (J). 
Other participants focused more on the increasing complexity of possible 
payment methods as “there are so many ways of paying for things now, and 
now you’re asked if you wanted to pay contactless, Apple Pay […] It really has 
been changing how we pay for things” (E) However, she is also recognising 
the different physicalities of payment methods and their value, so she tries 
“to use cash because physically having to hand over the money for me is a 
bit more, it helps, it restrains me a little bit.” (E) The same material connec-
tion this participant describes as being beneficial for budgeting, another 
participant uses as argument against cash, for him it is easier to spend money 

digitally. He says “the disassociation the almost arms length nature of card 
even contactless or apple pay […] we are definitely more and more removed 
from what that is. But I prefer the sort of anaesthetic aspect of the card to the 
cash. I find cash really difficult” (K).
While none of our participants engaged with digital or cryptocurrencies yet, 
one participant described another form of currency interaction with her son 
who is 8 years old and enjoys playing Clash of Clans with fairly regular in-
app purchases of ‘gems’ to advance in the game. However, in order to be 
able to buy the gems he has to save money by helping around the house. 
Our participant described that when he wants to buy gems, “he was going 
round the house doing tasks to get money […] and then he added it to what 
ever he had in his saving to buy these gems and you know he pestered me 
the whole day to do this […] I couldn’t grasp it but I did give in in the end” 
(J). This example although seemingly a common practice shows the highly 
layered and complex nature of value exchanges in the home. While the son 
performs a physical task/chore in the house, the parent will then reward this 
with physical cash as pocket money which the son saves in a piggy bank until 
he has enough for an in-app gem purchase. However, to control his spending 
habits, the parents then have to make the purchase of the virtual currency via 
digital transaction on the tablet or smart phone in return for the physical cash 
that they initially gave to their son as reward. These interesting complexities 
and practices also highlight the differences of value and what value means to 
parents and their children as the mother clearly doesn’t understand what the 
value of the gems are to the son and their role in his gaming experience.



// Household vignettes
or our subjective interpretation

Although the above themes or findings emerging from the interviews and 
probes describe interesting areas for further exploration and investigation in 
the next design stages, we don’t want to omit the rich and complex nature of 
our participating households, their practices and differences and will therefore 
emphasise these particularities here. For example, while one family is often 
interacting with cash due to their mostly cash based business, another par-
ticipant described their money management as preferably cashless. Or while 
technology played a big role in some families’ lives, another problematized 
accessibility and exclusion issues in relation to the increasingly digital inter-
actions. While one household was interested in abstract concepts of value, 
other participants focused on more literal, monetary transactions. Due to this 
rich nature of tensions and differences between our participants (and general 
households, families & people) we have chosen to summarise each household 
in the form of short vignettes in order to give a brief but rich, more personal 
perspective of each household which can also act as real-life ‘personas’ for 
future designs rather than fictional characters as is often the case in research.



Kyle, Jenny and teenage daughters
Bank employee/manager Kyle and his wife Jenny, in their 50s, have two 
daughters (15 and 18 years old) and are financially doing well. Working at an 
international bank, Kyle has an interest in current and future financial practices 
which motivated him to participate in this research. He describes his and his 
family’s relationship to money of pragmatic nature, as binary or means to an 
end. The probe’s abstract and challenging nature prompted them however 
to consider the value of money beyond just money which they don’t often 
do. They prefer mostly cashless interactions for several reasons as it’s easier 
to share money via smartphone transactions (they are all set up with bank-
ing apps) so the parents regularly ping money to their children when and if 
necessary. Their daughters receive a monthly allowance that they are learn-
ing to manage digitally being set up with online banking as well. Their eldest 
daughter has also started working and earning money shifting from a parent 
provided resource to self-earned income. And as she will start university soon, 
she will have to manage her finances even more independently. 

David, Joanne and three adult children
David and his wife Joanne, also in their 50s, have three children, all grown up 
adults who throughout parts of this study lived or stayed at home. Their sons 
are 24 and 26 years old and their daughter is 20. He describes himself and 
his family as mostly being concrete rather than abstract thinkers and com-
petent problem solvers, and although the children are older, the family does 
enjoy spending time together for example over the holidays. They have some 
unique holiday rituals, for example, buying a jigsaw puzzle from a charity 
shop   to do together on holiday which they then return after the holiday and 
upon completing it. David is a CEO at a tech start up which he considers to 
be his last change of direction or as he described it his last adventure before 
retiring. Financially, they are stable and don’t have to worry about the future. 
The family is very tech-savvy but still uses cash when appropriate. Their sons 
(one more than the other) are very knowledgeable in regards to the banking 
system, have several bank accounts and often shift money to gain the most 
savings from each interest rate. 

Jane, Greg and their 3 kids
Jane and her husband Greg are in their 40s and have three children ranging 
from the age of 8 to 17. They are both working in a self-employed or free-
lance capacity, Jane as a textile designer for regional companies and Greg 
as local taxi driver. Financially, Jane described her family as doing okay, not 
being overly well off but also not struggling raising three children. With free-
lance work however, they are always aware of money and Jane emphasises 
that she is very organized managing their finances. Due to a serious illness 
Jane experienced the importance of money to plan for the future but she was 
also challenged to reconsider the value of health above material things. This 
has also had an effect on her interaction with technology, although capable 
and literate she often finds interfaces or systems confusing. For her and other 
people she knows, this has raised issues of accessibility of money in the cur-
rently digitally focused developments. With her husband’s mainly on a cash 
basis operating business and cleaners or contractors often expecting cash, 
having access to physical money is important to her. But due to increasing 
bank branch closures in rural areas, her travel times have increased for cash 
interactions. Although digital financial transactions are on the rise and Jane 
is using them whenever possible, she is wary of the speed of these develop-
ments driven by banks and governments as she believes it may broaden the 
divide of local communities based on technology literacy and health.
Their eldest daughter is going to university this fall and as a family they 
can’t afford to fully cover her living expenses but the daughter has been 
fairly independent already, working several jobs while going to school. She 
is aware that she needs to earn some money to support herself throughout 
university and Jane and her daughter have discussed finances together. The 
middle child, 14-year-old daughter, is in school and is currently obsessed with 
make-up while their youngest son (9 years) is only interested in online games, 
in particular Clash of Clans. Jane also describes him as a master negotiator 
when it comes to earning pocket money for doing chores in the house. He 
prefers cash to count and save money.

Gloria, Nathan and their 2 young daughters
Gloria and her husband Nathan are a young couple in their 30s with two 
young daughters (age 3 and 5) and are fairly affluent. She is Australian and 
he is French but they love living in Scotland and have made it their home. 
He is lecturing in law at the university while Gloria used to work in the cater-
ing industry before having children. Now, taking care of the children, she is 



still doing occasional freelance work but the expense of childcare sometimes 
outweighs the return income and makes her aware of the trade off and its val-
ues. As a family, they often focus on shared activities and experiences for and 
with their children rather than material purchases. Instead of buying presents 
for her daughter’s teachers, she would bake brownies with her daughters and 
wrap them up as gifts. She enjoys good, organic food and home cooking. But 
above most things, she values time. With two young children taking up a lot 
of their attention, Gloria and Nathan (like other young parents) have become 
increasingly aware of time and the value of time, not just time for themselves 
but the value of time in a monetary economy. This is also what motivated her 
to participate in this study, to explore, discuss and think about value more 
deeply but also in new and challenging ways.

Student Erica
Erica is an international student and shares a flat with two others who have 
lived together for several years before she moved in temporarily. With differ-
ent working patterns and shifts (one working shifts at a retail store while the 
other works late in a pub), the flat mates don’t see each other regularly and 
only occasionally find time to do something together. A different household 
dynamic to the families, these three are not as familiar with each other than 
in a family household especially as Erica had only moved in recently. For this 
reason, she is very aware of being respectful to her flat mates and building 
a good relationship with them. She is environmentally conscious and values 
thoughtful gifts and home-made baking or cooking to share with others 
especially since living abroad in a different culture and away from her family. 
She grew up with a garden and buys flowers to add a little bit more nature to 
her city life and prefers more neutral coloured, natural materials. She studied 
art history and finished her dissertation while participating in this study and 
is now looking for a job, hoping to stay in the city rather than moving back 
home straight away. For this reason, she now moved into a small flat by her-
self and found some part time work in a café. Now that she has a quieter flat 
to herself, her girlfriend also spends more time at her house than in the past 
although they don’t yet live together. 

// Summary

This study did not aim to collect generalisable data about family finances, 
instead, we aspired to collect rich insights from a varied set of families in 
order to draw out possible areas of new research and design. We therefor did 
not investigate the transactional habits and systems families were using at the 
time, but aimed to renegotiate what relationship between money and value 
are and what they may become. The research aimed to understand financial 
and value practices in a small shared economy such as the home to make 
suggestions beyond the design of new economic or financial technologies 
in supporting people’s increasingly entangled practices of value exchange 
amongst one another. Given our insights into the affective and performa-
tive aspects of currency, and the ‘strings’ of socially, culturally and politically 
embedded interpretations of value, we need to extend beyond solving im-
mediate problems of monetary transactions. In summary, we find three topics 
drawn from this study to be of interest for the future direction of this project. 
Generally, we are further exploring what we consider as ‘Human-Value-
Interactions’ shifting the importance away from economic towards social and 
personal exchanges of value. We propose that new models of currencies or 
representations of value should be explored which compliment current eco-
nomic models and support new systems of value exchange. 



Entangled Hybrid Forms of Digital Transactions Embedded 
within Material Practices 

We have discussed above that interactions and exchanges of value and cur-
rencies are becoming increasingly layered entanglements of physical, digital, 
virtual interactions. And as we enter this increasingly complex myriad of possi-
ble transaction methods, such as Bitcoin, Paypal, Apple Pay, cashless, debit 
cards, credit cards, cash (to name just a few) we should reconsider how we 
can design for this shift from developing products or services to designing for 
value exchanges more broadly. Although digital currencies and interactions 
are increasingly common, this has shown how interwoven digital transactions 
are within material and domestic practices and spaces. Educational practices 
of either transferring monthly allowances to teenagers or rewarding help in 
the household with pocket money are still very common and important in chil-
dren’s evolving interactions with money. These habitual practices of sharing 
money can’t be viewed as isolated monetary transactions, be it digitally or 
physically, but they need to be seen within a complex network of relationships 
and materialities. 

The shift from one form of currency to another, in particular between parents 
and children, highlights the paradox of helping children to understand money 
through the use of money boxes and physical coins, in an increasingly cash-
less system. Banks increasingly acknowledge these issues and some examples 
of updated piggy banks have been developed as playful digital innovative 
moneybox (CleverKash), displaying a child’s bank account on a toy elephant’s 
digital belly display. This playful nature of financial interactions emphasises 
aspects of our findings that design opportunities for these entangled practic-
es should not be either digital or tangible solutions but explore more hybrid 
approaches which can be embedded within or more importantly are designed 
from within complex practices and relationships. 

We therefor suggest that the interesting and most relevant work in this area 
needs to shift from designing monetary solutions to designing methods for 
people to take control of how value is represented according to personal and 
social values. For this reason this research aims to move away from a one-size-
fits-all (or one-technology-fits-all) solutionist approach and proposes a re-ne-
gotiated design space addressing the complexities and assemblies of inter-
actions embedded within social and human relationships. In order to design 
systems that sustain engagement channels for all members of society, without 
leaving some people behind. This is where we believe a truly novel design 
space opens out to inspire design research in Human Finance Interactions.

Ecosystem of Complimentary Currencies

Different payment methods and increasingly complex models of value in-
teraction and exchange, the current and novel developments in digital and 
cryptocurrencies add to a growing ecosystem of currencies which is a field 
yet to be explored further. In this context, we regard the range of new and 
diverse currencies requiring an increasingly integrated system alongside its 
traditional fiat counterparts. The increasing variety of alternative cryptocurren-
cies shows that an increasingly complex ecosystem of currencies is starting to 
form. Although bitcoin and cryptocurrencies are often described as alterna-
tive currencies, their current adoption rate leaves doubt that these digital cur-
rencies can fully replace fiat currencies in the near future. Instead, these new 
currencies can be seen as complimentary, and should as such be integrated in 
a wider network of mixed currencies. 

In addition, as encounter in one of our families, game or virtual currencies are 
another area that has (a) gained momentum as in-app purchases increase and 
(b) is similarly to the cryptocurrency market becoming an extending market. 
Such currencies may range from units, gold, or credits to Clash of Clans gems, 
Fifa Points or PokemonGO Coins. Previous research explored a game curren-
cy in China concluding that increasingly complex interactions between virtual 
and real currencies are taking place enriching and extending the gaming 
experience. And although these virtual currencies have no transferable value 
beyond their in-game use (different to cryptocurrencies), the temporal gam-
ing experiences they afford seems to be valued above the monetary worth 
of ‘real money’ by the gamer themselves. This shows an increasingly varied 
range of currencies incorporating and integrating not only digital and physi-
cal currencies but virtual ones as well. In particular in the household or family 
environment, we have shown that these new currencies are finding their way 
into a family’s financial portfolio or ecosystem of currencies. However, the 
difference in value for different stakeholders (children vs. parents) and more 
complex exchanges across different platforms highlights an interesting anc 
challenging area of further research and design opportunity.

Values beyond Monetary Value

Being so embedded in our daily lives, money and its value in the current 
form is often taken for granted and difficult to reconsider. However, as we’ve 
shown, by encouraging participants to step back and explore the concept of 
value more broadly, other values emerged such as time, health, sleep, data, 
family and experience. This list of different concepts of value highlights that 



money only plays a small role in a wider constellation of interlinked and en-
tangled values. While technologies and research focus on the design of new 
interfaces, apps or user experiences to better manage or track one’s finances, 
we believe that more broadly applicable research questions should be raised 
beyond monetary value. For example, we ask how can we incorporate more 
complex representations of value within transactional systems? Can we break 
out of the transactional model of the economic system in which value often 
translates to profit, to include more social values? How could we incorporate 
more ineffable values such as health or time into predominantly transaction 
focused monetary system? 
Money in it’s current form could be considered as hiding or skewing value. 
Value comes in different forms and stages, and is created or attached to 
things by organisations, markets or through people’s meaningful interactions. 
Money is inherently entangled with concepts of value and values, we need 
money to buy or do things of value in order to achieve or sustain our overall 
values. Isolated instances of value exchange are embedded within a more 
abstract constellation of values across which exchanges take place. How is 
this value exchanged within family or household environments, among family 
members? How are values shared? And what role do currencies play in these 
shared constellations of value(s)?

In summary, the increasing complexities of hybrid interactions and a growing 
network of diverse currencies and transaction methods highlights areas for 
further research beyond the design of new apps and interfaces to incorporate 
and support the increasing complexities of interactions and value exchange. 
This includes tangible or hybrid interactions and a potential shift towards 
more personalised, modular or unique systems. This in-depth study with a 
small number of participants has highlighted the diversity and unconformity 
of value practices and we contend that this necessitates new solutions be-
yond one-size-fits-all designs in order to allow users to negotiate this increas-
ingly complex ecosystem of currencies and value. We consider future work 
with our participants to further investigate how the potential of digital curren-
cies and entangled systems could be designed from within the home and its 
occupants rather than as design solutions provided by external institutions 
and organisations. 



// Value Interactions as 
Constellation

The emerging focus on value interactions more broadly sparked further 
discussion amongst project partners discussing different pockets of value 
and their relationship with one another as complex value constellations. This 
resulted in the mapping out of a potential ecosystem of value(s) and their re-
lationships with one another (see Image), asking how do values relate to one 
another and what value do they have? Ranging from economic value to so-
cial, experiential or cultural values we raised questions on how one exchanges 
values across different aspects, for example, health, time or environment in 
a sharing economy. Considering people’s interactions with such ‘pockets of 
value’ lead to discussing the management of ‘aggregate wallets of currencies’ 
or ‘united wallets’ in increasingly hybrid value systems. Universality and inte-
gration are important aspects to consider when designing for such a broad 
system of value exchanges and smart contracts could potentially be beneficial 
here to negotiate value across different forms of values. In the first instance, 
this could take the form of a ‘dashboard of value(s)’ as tool to enable thinking 
through value constellations and value exchanges across different systems. 

The next stage of this project will include developing a series of technol-
ogy probes for the families to prompt further conversation about a number 
of different values and practices emergent from the initial probes and these 
discussions. Other questions emerged in conversation which may also inform 
aspects of this next project stage. Some focused on the challenges in un-
derstanding the value of control and anonymity in a cash economy and what 
implications for future electronic systems this may have. In contrast to prag-
matic and economic considerations for the future of money, other questions 
focused on how distributed systems can potentially add value to communi-
ties. And how we can explore different forms of value exchange for shared 
communities? How can we empower people and engender social innovation?
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What values does a family’s value constellation contain? How are they shared? 
How do they relate to each other? How can we represent, exchange and 
interelate different values across and beyond economic systems? 

But do we understand the economic implications of these systems or their 
environmental impacts? Could these be made more explicit or transparent? 
Could smart contracts support exchange between different value systems? 
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representation 
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